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The Three Kings, Erdmann-Michael Hinz

Only if man masters society and subordinates the economic machine to the purposes of human
happiness and only if he actively participates in the social process, can he overcome what now drives
him to despair – his aloneness and his feelings of powerlessness. Man does not suffer so much from
poverty today as he suffers from the fact that he has become a cog in a large machine, an automaton,
that his life has become empty and has lost its meaning. The victory over all kinds of authoritarian
systems will be possible only if democracy doesn’t retreat but takes the offensive and proceeds to
realize what has been its aim in the minds of those who fought for freedom throughout the last
centuries. It will triumph over the force of nihilism only if it can imbue people with a faith that is the
strongest the human mind is capable of; the faith in life and in truth, and in freedom as the active and
spontaneous realization of the individual self.        Erich Fromm, Fear of Freedom, 2002, p. 237

Keeping in touch

Y

Odilia Mabrouk

ou may remember that many months ago Odilia
Mabrouk joined the Correspondence to help with
the editing. She quickly settled in and has become very
proficient and intuitive at editing the articles and helping generally with editor-type tasks, so much so that
the time has come for the next step. With the next issue
Odilia will take on the role of Editor; Deborah and I will
continue to help but more in the background. I am so
grateful and happy that both Bianca (who took on the
Subscriptions earlier this year) and Odilia have come
towards the Correspondence like gifts from heaven to
help carry this precious magazine into the future. Both
are committed, capable, and open; and both carry the
Camphill ideals in their hearts.
And what of Deborah and myself you ask? After Tony
and I moved to Stourbridge life for me has become,
comparatively, a new whirlwind of culture, anthroposophy, and new work. Life is taking me in exciting
directions, and after being part of the production of
the Correspondence for the last twenty-two years or
so, it is time for me to hand the baton on. Deborah as
you may remember was Editor herself for a number of
years in the 1990’s, and her life has also been drawn in
different exciting directions. She will continue to help
Odilia with the front cover quotes and pictures, and I
will continue to help with the proofreading. Both Deb
and I will still be an active part of the Correspondence
Support Group so we are not leaving, only standing aside
to let the next wave of committed individuals carry the
magazine in a practical sense – while we continue to
support both them and you as readers and contributors
in the background.
A final word from me. I can only say how much I have
appreciated the many notes, letters, emails and phone
calls over the years both for the subscriptions and the
editing. I have felt deeply moved and warmed by the
people I have met in this way. Although I probably know
very few of you by sight, our contacts over the years
have proved that one doesn’t need to meet in person
to become friends! The Correspondence is a wonderful, vibrant magazine with a life of its own. It has and
will continue to rely on you the readers to provide the
articles, news and adverts that help to keep it relevant
and an important part of the communication network of
Camphill and its friends. I’m sure your support will be
as strong and helpful for Odilia as it has been for myself
and Deborah.
Both Odilia and Bianca have written a little biography,
so you can get to know them a bit.
With my deepest thanks, Maria.

A

s a former staff-child
(Stourbridge and Copake) and daughter of Mark
and Rosalind Gartner who
founded Camphill Houses
Stourbridge, I am connected
to Camphill ‘through my
early roots’ as it were. I have
since worked in and around
the UK, Germany, USA and
Holland in various roles, my
most recent having included
delivering high-risk mediation training and facilitating stakeholder engagement.
I have a particular interest in responsible and innovative
business practice and alongside my editing of the Camphill Correspondence, I will be helping set up The Hub
Stourbridge: a social enterprise and shared workspace.
I am very much looking forward to getting to know
you all better through your readership or contributions
which, in my assistant role I have already greatly enjoyed
receiving. I would like to wish you all well as we embark
on this next year of the Correspondence together.
Happy New Year, Odilia

Bianca Hugel – subscriptions and ads

M

y name is Bianca
Hugel and I was born
in Germany. Before I came
to England I worked for
several years as a teacher
for religious studies for the
Christian Community in the
Rudolf Steiner School in
Heidelberg. The eurythmy
training brought me to Stourbridge, where I met people
from Camphill Houses.
I heard about the ideals of
Camphill and was deeply touched. I then joined Camphill
and lived and worked there for nearly three years. During
this time I met Maria who was looking for somebody who
could take on the subscriptions for the Camphill Correspondence. I have since left Camphill; however I felt this
request was another way to be part of Camphill and to
support those ideals that still touch me so deeply. For me
this is another way to keep those ideals alive.
I am looking forward to working together with all of you.
Bianca
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Deborah and Maria
Peter Howe, Stourbridge, England

T

he team of Maria and Deborah goes back a long way,
over twenty years, to the beginnings of Camphill Correspondence as we know it. Deborah took over as Editor,
assisted by a group that included Maria, at a time when
it had fallen into disrepair. I remember receiving it in Aberdeen with anticipation, usually months overdue, with
a front page filled with ultimatums that if the readership
didn’t write more, there could be no more issues!
Deborah, with a practical and social ability remarkable
in one so young, immediately turned it round, creating
a magazine culture of positivity, enthusiasm and depth
which generated an abundance of articles. She also established structure, insisting that deadlines and punctuality
were to be respected. It is not a matter of pride that, like
the prophet in his own country, this achievement did
not necessarily win universal respect and support at the
time.
I believe that a vital element in the original Camphill
was the activity of figures who were able to connect the
founding philosophy of Camphill with the spirit of the age;
people like König, then Thomas Weihs, Carlo Pietzner
and Peter Roth, then Hans-Heinrich Engel, Baruch Urieli
and others, who could discern Camphill’s position and
task at that particular moment and share this with their
communities. This gave our community building work a
contemporary and cutting-edge quality and us, as individuals, an unbeatable enthusiasm.
Through Camphill Correspondence Deborah has continued this element for many years, through the choice of
themes, the requests to authors, her extraordinary ability
to select essential quotations from many sources and to
select artwork not just to decorate but to illuminate the
meaning of a theme. Also, most recently, through her
own articles.
Meanwhile, Maria’s work on the subscriptions and
finances, and more recently in editing, has been quiet
and energetic. Most readers will know that Maria often
accompanied invoices and receipts with a personal note.
She took trouble to know of all the subscribers and a cancellation, for instance, was followed up with concern, not
only for the finances, but more for the relationship of the
individual with Camphill. If lack of money was the problem, a way would be found to get Camphill Correspondence to that person or community. From Maria, I learned
that healthy economics is founded not so much upon
competence with figures and confidence with money,
as with social awareness and human interest. For this
reason, Camphill Correspondence has been financially
independent for years – unusual for a small-circulation
journal – seeking sponsorship only for special issues.
Largely through these two women – along with its diverse band of writers and supporters all over the world
– Camphill Correspondence continued to be a beacon
of the Camphill spirit which, according to responses we
receive from readers, has been an inspiration and comfort
to individuals both inside and outside the communities.
Thank you, Deborah and Maria, you’ve been stars
because you enabled so many others to shine and have
a voice.
Camphill Correspondence is now trusted to the capable
hands of Odilia Mabrouk and Bianca Hugel.

Celebratory Camphill birthdays in 2010
Becoming 70
Jean Vaughn, Kimberton Hills........ 19 January
Katrina Moore, Hermanus School... 21 January
Michael Woods, The Grange.........19 February
Ann Richmond, Botton Village..............4 April
Heide Hoffmann, Ringwood........... 7 October
Ann Hoyland, Oaklands..................... 22 June
Gillian Brand, The Mount................15 August
Sigrid Fulgosi, c/o St.Prex................12 August
John Durham, Malton................28 December
Becoming 75
Berna Bosch, Hermanus School....... 6 January
Donald Mackenzie, Simeon.......... 18 January
Walter Barbour, West Coast S.A......3 February
Freddy Dörflinger, Basel...............18 February
Eva Maria Rascher, Botton Village.... 13 March
Pat Schofield, Thornbury.................. 31 March
Rolf Jässel, Liebenfels.........................14 April
Leonardo Fulgosi, Italy....................... 17 May
Edelgard Übelacker, Weinstein........... 28 May
Ita Bay, Stuttgart..................................... 1 July
Harald Rissmann, Karl Konig Schule.... 14 July
Alexander Krafft, West Coast S.A......... 21 July
Ilse Jackson, Devon............................. 23 July
Herta Hoy, Kimberton Hills.........8 September
Alma Stroud, Botton Village.......29 September
Saila Roihü, Tapola......................... 7 October
Becoming 80
Marianne Sander, Stourbridge........ 25 January
Fransiska Steinrück, Kimberton Hills....15 Feb.
Nan Boyd, Botton Village...................30 April
Ursula Gareata, nr. Christophorus....... 11 May
Hannah Uberuck, West Coast S.A...... 26 May
Michael Schmundt, Hauteroda........... 10 June
Gerda Holbek, Camphill Schools....... 18 June
Ella van der Stok, Thornbury................ 24 July
Bettie Edwards, Devon................4 September
Erika Nauck, Newton Dee.........11 September
Renate Sleigh, West Coast S.A.....3 December
Becoming 85
Günther Lehr, Liebenfels...............17 February
Muriel Valentien, Winterbach..........30 August
Werner Greuter, Basel...............13 September
Martha Frey, Botton Village........29 September
Jean Surkamp, Ochil Tower.......24 November
Brigitte Köber, Rüttihubelbad.......7 December
Peter Burger, Thornbury.............15 December
Tamar Urieli, Kyle, Ireland.........25 December
Becoming 90
Hazel Straker, Colleg Elidyr..................6 April
Heinrich Franken, Karl Konig Schule..30 April
Lenie Seyfert-Landgraff, Clanabogan...... 8 July
Eva Nitschke, Altenheim..............7 September
Becoming 95
Aud Pederson, Hogganvik............16 February
Please email Sandra Stoddard if there
are any changes or additions to this list:
sandrastoddard@gmail.com



Have we lost our way or are we being misdirected?
George Schad, Sheiling Schools, England

W

henever I turn to anthroposophy I feel the inspiring
and refreshing wind of positive forces. Yet when I
look around, I very often see community desolation, unhappiness and worries for the future. Structures that were
foreign to us often assert themselves with the backing of
those who hold Camphill’s future in their hands. Earlier
this year we had a conference in our local Ringwood
Waldorf School, which gave an open invitation to us all
in the Sheiling. Torin Finser spoke about ‘organisational
integrity’ and ‘ethical leadership’, which could be helpful for all of us in Camphill. It seems that the Waldorf
School movement has managed to retain control of their
own destiny in these turbulent times.
Camphill came into being at the height of the turmoil
during the Second World War, like a phoenix rising from
the ashes. Transcending Jewish roots, our founders started from virtually nothing, but took their guidance from
anthroposophy. With an unshakable trust in the spiritual
world they succeeded; they lit a candle on the hill.
Recently I read a contribution by Fred Poeppig in the
book Vom Christus wirken in der Gegenwart (Of Christ’s
working today). He connected the breaking apart of middle Europe with what happened in 1879 and the fall of
the spirits of darkness upon the earth. Since then these
forces have taken hold of human hearts and heads. He
described how these powers are now working in human
blood, which in the past was the bond that ordered

The praying beggar, Erdmann-Michael Hinz



social cohesion through families, clans, kingdoms and
nations, but now these same dark forces work through
the blood creating atavistic drives of which our present
world is so full. While Steiner foresaw a spiritualisation
of humanity we now also see the downside of this. You
could almost say that ‘spirituality’ lies on the road today,
you meet it everywhere.
What our founders worked on was to listen to the call
of the archangel Michael who wants humanity to transcend the mere blood bonds and create spiritual bonds
between people. Only such spiritual bonds between
people will hold back a general decline, says Poeppig.
Were not such bonds of love, friendships and community
at the heart of Camphill for decades? Was not a selfless
spiritual striving and an endeavour to live by it, the daily
bread of community living? These bonds became realities that were like true brothers and sisters irrespective of
age, profession, cultural background or religion, bonds
that have lasted a lifetime and beyond. Destiny chose
for me an older ‘sister’: Susanne Müller-Wiedemann,
and that bond is as true today as it was fifty years ago. I
chose Dr. König as a spiritual father, and he responded
warmly and stayed faithful to me even though I was a
young nineteen year old.
In his article, Fred Poeppig presents three things that
Rudolf Steiner hoped to bring about: a firing up of the
will with enthusiasm, a fructification of social life and
for people to take up an inner path. When one follows
Poeppig’s description one can sense how much of what
people still flippantly call ‘Camphill ethos’ as a memory
of the past, was actually lived and would need to be
resurrected in the souls that can still feel inspired by
what Camphill is actually about.
The spirit flame of enthusiasm can enkindle any heart.
But it is not only just the physical heart that will beat a
little faster; I become enflamed, my soul ecstatic with a
sense of joy and as I begin to live with this enthusiasm, it
becomes a living reality. Such a heart can cast no shadows! This can carry one even when the world around
one collapses. It was this warm energy that Steiner had
hoped to kindle in the youth of his day as he foresaw
the calamities that lay ahead. He did indeed succeed in
enthusing young people as the anthroposophical work
began to flourish.
The second Michaelic challenge was the fructification of social life through individual creative forces and
ideas. This indeed needs courage, inner strength and
initiative even more today as we live in a different social
landscape. Yet it needs to be in the context of the group
of people on whom one depends and who will benefit
from one’s creative and innovative activities. Therefore,
it may also enable the others to feel inspired and happy
to go out of their way to help their fellow human beings.
We have to be ever so grateful to those whom we have
in our care, as they teach us to help them and others in
a selfless way. Such a frame of mind can give one the
courage to steer out of the cultural rut that says: ‘it’s always done like that’, or ‘we do it like that in Camphill’
and begin new paths and new initiatives. The challenge
that every new child presented Camphill with, was gladly
accepted and specialist units were set up to serve those

particular needs. Be that the blind or the deaf, children
with severe spasticity or those with speech disturbances,
all were part of our own inner training for the future.
The third Michaelic challenge that Steiner gave to the
youth and all those young at heart, is that of the ‘path of
inner development’. His book Knowledge of the Higher
Worlds can be a true guide. It does not make you follow
somebody’s theory in social management, but you start
with your own innate potential for development. This
does need a lot of will and determination not to give up
at the first hurdle. At this point in Poeppig’s contribution,
he introduced a remark by Steiner who said: ‘Ohne die
Hilfe der Toten werden Sie Ihre Aufgabe nicht erfüllen
können’. Which translates as: ‘Without the help of the
dead you will not be able to fulfil your task’.
This quotation clearly points to the bridge which needs
to be used to reach over into the spiritual world, in order
to make possible not only that the impulses of Michael
work today, but also to live with the impulses of our
founders not yet accomplished. Camphill is only true
to itself whilst it evolves. Judith Jones reminded us in
the Michaelmas issue of the Camphill Correspondence
(2009) ‘Yet he (Dr. König) had given to mankind all he
could and it is up to us to carry this impulse into the
future’. How seriously do we take this awareness into our
daily life? For instance, what Carlo began with the colour
light treatment is still in its infancy! What unfulfilled
impulses are we leaving behind for others to carry into
the future? Is this not a very serious question that many
of us still living on this side of the threshold have to ask?
Who are our brothers and sisters in the future?
Many young people come to Camphill anywhere in
the world looking for a spiritual challenge, to find true
community living, and inner joy and enthusiasm for
innovative and special experiences. Is not our inner
schooling an essential task for all who belong to a spiritual endeavour like ours? Are we still inwardly active
enough or are we resting on our dried up laurels? Do
we prevent, with the latest employment policies and job
descriptions, all that could fructify our living together?
Have we forgotten Steiner’s call that:
In future it will be so, that every task that an individual has, becomes a task of the community and

that each one makes the tasks of the community his
own. Nothing else will be possible, yet it will only
become real not by somebody organising it, but by
free association.
Do we really have to wait another century to wake up
to what once was the life-blood of Camphill? Can we
just brush it aside as ‘old hat’ or say: ‘Camphill has to
change’? To what? One cannot always blame the pressures from outside, the impositions etc. Is it not us, those
who still have a hand on the rudder, who can keep the
sail open for the wind of the spirit to drive us on, and
to keep the candle for this ideal burning? Are we really
preparing those who come after us for still much harder
challenges to come? Why is it more often that people
from outside refer to the personality of Dr. König with
respect, whilst here nobody knows his birth or death
day any more? Are we really too far advanced and
without humility? Has bourgeois life taken over with
all the frills of modern civilisation? Here I see little of
curative education; is this now a useful term to justify
our ‘specialness’?
Let me close with the words of Fred Poeppig:
What Steiner had warned about with urgency has actually happened. The twentieth century has not only
become a materialistic one, but has led the civilisation
into a sub-human realm, it has extinguished the ‘Image of Man’ and has allowed the demons that live in
our unconscious drive and will-forces to take over. It is
our task to re-connect to the Michaelic Impulses that
Rudolf Steiner spoke about when he addressed the
youth of his time. Today, his words have become more
urgent than ever. . . Unless the above three important
impulses are made real Michael’s spirit will not be
able to help the souls in our present civilisation.

Notes
Organizational Integrity Colin M. Finser, Ph.D.
www. steinerbooks.org (USA) 2007
Die Forderungen Michaels für das Ende des 20. Jahrhunderts,
Fred Poeppig in Vom Christus-Wirken in der Gegenwart,
Verlag am Goetheanum. 1991

Founding a Camphill centre in a new country
Julian Sleigh, Camphill Village West Coast, South Africa

I

have on occasion been approached by well-intentioned people who say they would like to establish a
Camphill centre in their country. I have felt it important
to be clear that such a project needs to be well conceived
and realistically prepared. Accordingly I drew up some
notes which I herewith present to Camphill Correspondence as a basis for comment.
A place of the Camphill movement has ideally to be
recognisable by a number of criteria:
1. The presence and participation in the ring of co-workers of at least three active and dedicated members of
the (inner) Camphill Community.
2. The guiding co-workers would need to appreciate and
uphold the Camphill ideals which imbue the work
with a recognition of every human being on earth
as endowed with a noble physical body, a valuable

soul (enabling thinking, feeling and willing) and a
personal, individual and eternal spirit. This applies
equally to children and adults in need of special care
as it does to normally gifted people.
3. In order to understand the full dignity of the human
person the co-workers should recognise the contribution towards understanding the human being
available from the body of knowledge contained in
the books, lectures and conversations coming from
Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925) and referred to as anthroposophy (‘the wisdom of the human being’) and
as ‘spiritual science’.
4. There are also the specialised aims and methods of
curative education (for children), youth guidance (for
adolescents) and social therapy (for adults with special needs) stemming from the founder of Camphill,



Karl König (1902–1966) and the first team who built
the foundations of Camphill as a network of therapeutic and social communities in many countries of
the world.
5. The work of the Camphill impulse is to provide
residential environments in which children or adolescents or adults with special needs can be cared
for, educated and adjusted to a life that is conducive
to inner and outer growth and well-being, and are
respected and loved. In being helped to overcome
their handicaps as far as this is possible or else to
accept their limitations, they seek the caring warmth
of the co-workers whose example is of paramount
importance.
6. An orderly rhythm, cleanliness, hygiene, tidiness, nutritious meals, with carers sharing the meals, quietness
and fun appropriately balanced, beauty and harmony
and constant mutual regard all help to bring about a
healing power in the daily life.
7. The Camphill ethos includes a devotion to the spirit
through prayer, ritual and artistic celebration of festivals. A new understanding of the Christian impulse is

available through anthroposophy in such a way that
all religions are respected and honoured for their part
in the healing and enlightening of mankind.
An impulse to establish a Camphill centre in a new
country needs to be well prepared in that country. A
new centre would have to find its own human and
financial resources. Each of our centres is financially,
legally and organisationally independent. The Camphill movement does not colonise! It offers training
and guidance, engagement and fellowship, not human
or physical resources. The local initiative needs to be
well-grounded locally. Visits to established centres are
welcomed, making possible in-depth sharing of methods
and experiences.
One has to bear in mind that once the plough begins
its furrow one has to keep one’s hand on it! But all this
effort can be wonderfully worthwhile.
Notes compiled by Julian Sleigh based on his own
pioneering experience in the Camphill centres in
Scotland and in South Africa and a visit to Nigeria.

Where were you on New Year’s Eve 2009–2010 ?
Wain Farrants, Botton Village, England

C

raig, a friend of mine, and I were discussing the
conspiracy behind the swine flu vaccine. The pharmaceutical companies are making billions of dollars
from manufacturing the vaccine and some conspiracy
theorists even claim that in secret laboratories a few
different strains of flu were united with one another to
create an even worse flu. Some even go further to suggest that secret brotherhoods are attempting to reduce
world population by mass murder.
A third party, who was overhearing us, laughed about
my ‘conspiracy theories’. After this person left, my friend
suddenly remarked, “Rudolf Steiner was one of the greatest conspiracy theorists of all time.” Later, with a little
research, I discovered this excerpt from The Work of the
Angels in the Astral Body.1
The second aspect is that from this work which
involves changes affecting the Angels themselves,
still another result accrues for humanity: instinctive
knowledge of certain medicaments – but knowledge
of a baleful kind! Everything connected with medicine
will make a great advance in the materialistic sense.
Men will acquire instinctive insights into the medicinal properties of certain substances and certain
treatments – and thereby do terrible harm. But the
harm will be called useful. A sick man will be called
healthy, for it will be perceived that the particular
treatment applied leads to something pleasing. People
will actually like things that make the human being
– in a certain direction – unhealthy.
Knowledge of the medicinal effects of certain processes and treatments will be enhanced, but this will
lead into very baleful channels. For man will come to
know through certain instincts, what kind of illnesses
can be induced by particular substances and treatments. And it will then be possible for him either to



bring about or not to bring about illnesses, entirely
as suits his egotistical purposes.

Why do some people tend to believe
or disbelieve conspiracies?
I think many people just cannot believe that high-up
government figures, scientists or the mainstream media
could be so evil as to allow dangerous drugs to be administered to children. But they already allow food to
be sprayed with dangerous chemicals and seeds to be
made infertile through genetic modification. Nations
go to war to gain control of another country’s resources
(e.g. oil) and to destabilise them. We witness so much
evil in films and videos that we consider even what is
really happening as pure science fiction.

A Contribution by Karl König
On March 27, 1963 in Botton Village, Karl König described how seventy-five percent of mothers, who were
given a sleeping pill which contained a substance called
thalidomide between the twenty-eighth and thirty-eighth
day of their pregnancy, gave birth to babies whose arms or
legs were malformed or missing. The scientists could not
account for the other twenty-five percent whose babies
were unharmed or other mothers with malformed babies
who had not taken the drug at all. However, König recognised something else:
The epidemic is the result of the great conjunction,
which some of us observed with awe and trembling,
but of which we knew very little. In the great circle of
the zodiac the planets are always distributed around,
but suddenly it happened that all [seven classical]
planets drew together in one sign. The bodies of these
children were collected into head and trunk and the
part which should have extended out, was drawn in.

Following König’s line of thought, in the light of the
possibility of a modern version of a ‘massacre of the
innocents’, it is interesting to note with respect to the
grand conjunction of February 5, 1962, when the seven
classical planets were all gathered in sidereal Capricorn,
that the constellation of Capricorn bears the archetypal
patterning for the forming of the elbows and the knees
in the human being.2 Of course, the babies weren’t just
born on this date but already in 1960, Jupiter and Saturn
were approaching their conjunction and the other five
planets were closing in.

The Vision of Jeane Dixon
Jeane Dixon was a well-known clairvoyant living in
Washington, D.C. who became famous for predicting the
assassinations of Mohandas K. Gandhi, John F. Kennedy,
Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy. She advised
the U.S. government about coming threats to American
security, many of which never happened – or maybe
her warnings neutralised them in some cases.
On February 5, 1962, she awoke to behold a desert
scene. She witnessed Pharaoh Akhenaton and Queen
Nefertiti presenting to the world a newborn child
wrapped in soiled and ragged swaddling clothes, in
stark contrast to the magnificently arrayed royal couple. ‘Rays of sunshine burst forth from the baby, which
blended with the brilliance of the sun.’ She then saw
him
grown to manhood, and a small cross, which had
formed above his head enlarged and expanded until
it covered the earth in all directions. Suffering people, of all races, knelt in worshipful adoration, lifting
their arms and offering their hearts to him.
She could foresee him forming ‘a new all-embracing
doctrine based on his almighty power, but leading man
in a direction far removed from the teachings and life
of Christ…’3
Someone suggested to me that she was in the pay of
the CIA, so of course she had advance warning of these
assassinations. If that is so, then how do you explain
these statements of hers?
I have seen ‘a government within a government’
develop in the United States… being controlled and
financed by the well-oiled political machine. . . I see
this group succeed in taking over de facto control of
the country. They will give rise to an upheaval in our
social structure as never before seen…The social and
religious chaos generated by this political machine
throughout the United States will prepare the nation
for the coming of the prophet of the Antichrist…
Willi Sucher, a friend of König, who worked in Sunfield
Home in Clent, and later in California, shared with
Robert Powell that he believed that Jeane Dixon’s vision was plausible and even suggested, on the basis of
his own research, that Tobruk in Libya was the child’s
place of birth. He was born at 7:11:47 EET and was
conceived on 7 May 1961 at 10:10:01 EET.
Jeane Dixon predicted that he would come to power
when he was about thirty years of age but when nothing
happened, her prophecy was discarded.4
In the Ancient Persian Epoch (5068–2908 BC),
Ahriman bragged that he would win over the entire
human race. Ahura Mazdao made an agreement that
there should be a time limit and that they would have
equal time on the earth. Christ had his opportunity.

Now Ahriman, if he were to negate the deeds of Christ
which were performed under certain constellations,
must also choose similar stars under which he could
perform his deeds. In the early part of the twenty-first
century many planets are simultaneously returning to the
same place as they were during the life of Christ. Take,
for example, Pluto. The following list of dates tells what
happened each time Pluto returned to the same position
in the sidereal zodiac as it was between the baptism and
temptation of Christ. Note that the dates will be different
if you use the traditional tropical zodiac:
1st Return of Pluto: 275–276 AD: the death of Mani,
founder of the Manichean order.
2nd Return of Pluto: 523 AD: the imprisonment of
Boethius, a highly influential thinker during the
Dark Ages, when most of classical philosophy
was lost.
3rd Return of Pluto: 770–771 AD: death of the
great Chinese poet, historian and sage, Du Fu,
comparable to Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe
and Victor Hugo.
4th Return of Pluto: 1017–1018 AD: St Olaf completed
the conversion of Norway to Christianity.
5th Return of Pluto: 1265–6 AD: Birth of Dante
Alighieri, whose famous poem ‘The Divine
Comedy’ has influenced theological thought until
this day. Death of Simon de Montfort, who led the
crusade against the Cathars in France.
6th Return of Pluto: 1513 AD: Machiavelli wrote
The Prince, which examines the acquisition,
perpetuation and use of political power. Death
of Alonso de Hojeda, one of the grand inquisitors
in Spain who also persecuted native peoples in
the New World.
7th Return of Pluto: 1761 AD: Jean Jacques Rousseau
completed The Social Contract and Emile. He
believed the general will of the citizens should
be the expression of the social will and that the
child is born innately good.
8th Return of Pluto: 2009–2010: Incarnation of
Ahriman?
Daniel Andreev, a mystic who was imprisoned in the
Soviet Union, indicated some of the former incarnations
of the most likely future bearer of Ahriman in his book
The Rose of the World5. The first incarnation he gives
was someone not named in the gospels, but he was part
of the Sanhedrin, the highest court of justice and the
supreme council in Jerusalem, who was encouraging
the capture and crucifixion of Jesus. In a subsequent
life, he was one of the corrupt Roman emperors. Much
later he was the Grand Inquisitor recognised by Dostoevsky in The Brothers Karamazov, whom I identified
and described above. In Volume three of The Rose of
the World6 (only available in German) Andreev reveals
that Josef Stalin (6 December (old style) 1878 at 3:38
LT – 5 March 1953) is in line to be the future bearer of
Ahriman. He was conceived on 9 March 1878 at 15:47
(Note, the computer program calculates all conception
dates in GMT).
Following Robert Powell’s guidelines7, it is a matter
of comparing Stalin’s epoch (conception), birth and
death horoscopes with the epoch (conception) and birth
horoscopes of the middle-eastern child envisioned by
Jeane Dixon. There are many similarities between their



horoscopes, which gives credence to this hypothesis. In
addition there is a table which shows the earliest date on
which Ahriman could incarnate into his body to begin his
rule. (Unfortunately it is too large for this space, but if you
would like to see it, email us at campcorresp@gmail.com
and we’ll send it to you.) Taking the day-by-day visions
of Anne Catherine Emmerich of the life of Christ along
with Rudolf Steiner’s date for the mystery of Golgotha,
Robert Powell worked out that thirty-three and a third
years elapsed between the birth of the Nathan Jesus
to the crucifixion and one thousand two-hundred and
ninety days (three and a half plus years) from the baptism
to the crucifixion.8 I have worked out that the earliest
possible date for the start of his reign is 31 December
2009 and since Ahriman would be given the same period
of time as Christ, his excarnation would occur on 13
July 2013. Robert Powell and others, including myself,
initially believed that Ahriman would take possession
of the middle-eastern individuality around the time of
the longest total eclipse of the sun in the twenty-first
century on 22 July 2009. However, according to Rudolf
Steiner9:
Under normal conditions the evil impulses of will
which are sent out into the cosmos by human beings
are, as it were, burned up and consumed by the rays
of the sun, so that they can injure only man himself,
but can do no universal harm. When, however, there
is an eclipse of the Sun, the opportunity is given for
the evil which is willed on earth to spread over the
cosmos.
As it turns out, there is a penumbral lunar eclipse on
31 December 2009, and it is for the exact time of this
eclipse that I have timed his incarnation.
The old initiates knew that when there is an eclipse
of the Moon, thoughts stream through darkness down
upon the earth; and that such thoughts have a closer
relationship with the subconscious life than with the
conscious life of the human being.
This is a more appropriate time for Ahriman to take possession of a human being.
In addition, in early 2010 the planet Neptune, which
revolves around the sun every hundred and sixty-five
years, will be for the twelfth time in the same position
as it was at the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ.
Ahriman will claim to be taking up the life of Christ from
where he left off.
People will have different levels of awareness of this
event of the incarnation of Ahriman. Many will consider
him to be a beneficiary of mankind; others may simply
consider him to be the greatest dictator the world has
ever seen192.168.17.253either human or alien. Amongst
those who attend churches, temples, synagogues and
mosques, in particular evangelicals and fundamentalists, there is a danger that he will be looked upon as the
return of Jesus, the Messiah or Imam Mahdi.
According to Rudolf Steiner, Ahriman ‘benefits man if
he recognises who he really is (i.e. a fallen Archai from
Ancient Sun), if we use his gifts for mankind’s benefit,
not his enslavement.’10 Ahriman explains it himself
at the end of the Fourth Mystery Drama, ‘The Souls’
Awakening’11:
Ahriman: It is high time for me to turn away
In haste from his horizon, for when his sight
can think me as in truth I really am,



there will arise and grow within his thinking
part of the power that slowly will destroy me.
Benedictus: I recognize now, it is Ahriman
who flees from here, creating in myself
the knowledge of his being in thought form.
His aim is to confuse our human thinking,
for, through an error long since handed down,
he seeks in it the source of all his woe.
As yet he does not know that he will find
redemption in the future, if he only
can find his Self reflected in this thinking.
And so he shows himself to men, but not
as in reality he feels himself.
At the very least we need to be like the little child who
said about the emperor’s new clothes, “But he has nothing on at all,” in spite of the fact that ‘the chamberlains
walked with still greater dignity, carrying the long train
which simply did not exist.’12
I would like to close by saying that my timing could be
completely wrong. Terry Boardman thinks that Ahriman
will only come to power in c. 2030 and Nick Thomas
says in the next Archangel epoch of Oriphiel, which
begins in the twenty-second century. My contribution
is an attempt to home in on a more precise date to fit in
with Rudolf Steiner’s statement: ‘Before only a part of
the third millennium has elapsed there will be an actual
incarnation of Ahriman in the West.’13 I hope what I am
predicting does not take place yet.
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Wain works in the Botton Bookshop and has lived for
many years in Botton as well as other Camphill places.

A tongue-in-cheek reflection on the different Camphill generations
(Meanwhile in a Camphill household a degree student reflects on a momentous moment...)
Vivian Griffiths, Graythwaite, England

Y

es, the Aga cooker went last week, glad really, no
more hot sweaty kitchens spring, summer and autumn; and no more fumes from the oil. It was the same
with the coke, and no funny cooking times to boot, either
too hot or too cool. I mean really, if you want a cooker,
buy a cooker; which we have done. A shiny black one
that turns off and on and with which we can train our
people to cook. After all if they are going to have their
own flats they are not going to have an Aga are they?!
Environmental monstrosity I say – expensive and a
waste of heat. Agas seem to do everything but cook. We
were using the microwave recently and some people
complained. But we don’t have time to cook what with
all the support plans and reports to write.
Which brings me to the next point, we don’t live in
the kitchen and more anyway – like they used to. I was
doing a census the other day (part of that forty page
‘Swine flu – just in case it happens’ preliminary report)
and we found nobody in the kitchen at all!
The young co-worker was having her day off, one of our
older household members was in her room watching her
television (she has Mondays off now), my husband was
taking our son to football practice and I was finishing
my dissertation for the degree course I am doing up in
our flat. A group had gone to the cinema and one lonely
soul in our household was reading his magazine in the
sitting room. So what’s all this ‘sitting round the Aga until
two in the morning putting the world to rights’ business
that I have heard about? Did they have time to spare?
No reports to write or meal plans to submit? Everyone is
so busy with their own lives they haven’t got time in the
house any more. The young co-workers put the world
to rights in the local pub or in the Introduction Course
seminars and anyway I am not encouraging or allowing
my husband to talk to the young co-worker all evening
by the Aga – you never know what will happen…!
It’s funny really; the course I am doing covers all the
aspects of community life; the work with the people,
the festivals, the Bible Evenings, the work we do on
ourselves. It is a very good course understanding all
the different conditions of special needs people and all
the responsibilities that we carry to be accountable and
answerable to the authorities, but it is this community
thing that seems somehow yet to be found.
Maybe the Aga helped or maybe it was just an illusion.
I was told that in the ‘old days’ (oh dear, here we go
again) there just wasn’t room in your bedroom (which
you shared) to listen to records or read a book. So you
gravitated to this silly cooker in the kitchen which did
everything (as I said), but cook.
Nevertheless in writing this reflection of our household
I can see we need a hearth again – they say all about this
in the course. Yet all we have is a piddling wood burning
stove which we light on Boxing Day when our families
come and stay and everyone else has gone to relations
for Christmas. The house is so warm with all the insulation that we don’t need a stove of any sort or have time
to light it – so I don’t think it is much of a hearth.
We are learning all about life in a community first so
that we can do it properly (interesting reflection that one).

Our new generation wants to be qualified to fulfil the
huge responsibilities we have. We don’t want the ‘jack
of all trades’ life of that Aga-loving generation. I mean:
duty-driving in the morning, workshop in the afternoon,
lecturing in the evening. It was all too much and many
of them ended up exhausted in that clinic somewhere in
the English midlands – Park Attwood. It is strange, I think
these ‘Aga people’ set up communities and the organisation followed, we seem to want the organisation all set up
and then for the community to follow, but can it?
Ah well, I’d better go and do a cooking practical with
our trainee student on our shiny new cooker. Now, have
I remembered the key stages, the ingredients, the cooking
times? Reminds me of the domestic science class at school.
With the Aga you just put it in the oven. With the nights
drawing in the kitchen seems cold and uninviting…
Editor’s note: Vivian wanted to add that he realises
Agas have moved on since the old days of oil and
coke and that they can now be virtuous and modern
in terms of electric and gas models!
Vivian has lived in different Camphill communities
including Botton Village, Larchfield, and Stourbridge.
He and his wife Lesley are now living in Cumbria,
taking holiday groups and offering beds. They can be
contacted on (+44) 015395 31003 or
viviangriffiths@talktalk.net

The risen Christ, Erdmann-Michael Hinz



Gabor Tallo – The life of an artist
John Tallo, Camphill Aberdeen, Scotland

G

abor Tallo was born on the 11
Gabor Tallo meant a tremendous
February 1910 in the small North
amount for the life and development
Hungarian mining town of Breznobanya
of Camphill. Numerous houses were
(now named Brezno, Slovakia) to Jewdesigned for Camphill in Britain, first
ish parents. At the beginning of the First
by him alone, then in co-operation with
World War, the family moved to Budapest
Joan Allen. The peak of his life were
where Gabor grew up. He studied art and
the years he and his wife (and children
architecture in Ghent and Vienna. After
– ed) worked in Camphill in Scotland,
his studies he spent three years at the
while Dr König was still alive, and the
Goetheanum in Dornach, Switzerland.
culmination of this was the designing
After two years in Italy, Gabor emigrated
with Dr König of the Camphill Hall in
to South Africa in 1936. He re-qualified
Murtle in 1962. This hall was at the
as an architect, while at the same time
same time the Camphill movement
doing quite a lot of painting, sculpture
hall which inspired the designs of all
and jewellery design.
the other Camphill halls.
Rev. Peter Roth,
In 1945 he married Joan Thompson.
Camphill Correspondence
Always active in the study of anthroposoMay/June 1979
phy, Gabor was instrumental in founding
the anthroposophical society in South
Gabor Tallo
Exhibition and evening of memorial
Africa. In 1957, he met Dr Karl König
who was in South Africa to visit the curative school at
To mark the centenary of Gabor Tallo’s birth, there will
Dawn Farm, Hermanus. In 1958, Gabor, his wife and
be a small exhibition of some of Gabor’s work on 11th
two children moved to Camphill in Aberdeen, Scotland,
February 2010 at 19.00 in the Camphill Hall, Camphill
where Gabor collaborated with Karl König in designing
School Aberdeen, Murtle Estate, Aberdeen. There will
and building the Camphill Hall on Murtle Estate. This
be a short address, followed by a chance to remember
hall was and is one of the pinnacles of Gabor’s artistic
Gabor and the work that he initiated for the building
life, as well as becoming the inspiration to further halls
impulse in the Camphill movement. Refreshments will be
and assembly buildings in what was now the worldwide
served. Contact John Tallo, at Camphill School Aberdeen,
Camphill movement. The rest of Gabor’s life was spent
Camphill, Milltimber, Aberdeen, Scotland AB13 0AP, UK
in various Camphill centres in the UK, where he conor +441224732920; email: j.tallo@crss.org.uk. Please
tinued to design the buildings that were wanted – halls,
feel invited to this event to celebrate the centenary of
chapels, residential houses, workshops and so on. Thus
Gabor Tallo’s birth.
John has lived within the
the establishment of the Camphill Architects impulse
Camphill movement for a large part of his life. He
became reality. Gabor’s last years were spent in Grange
has lived in Camphill School Aberdeen for the last
Village in Gloucestershire.
eighteen years as houseparent, teacher, therapist and
Gabor died on Boxing Day 1978. His ashes are interred
storyteller.
in the Rose Garden, next to Camphill House.

Obituaries
Jörg Hoyland
17 May 1955 – 9 November 2009

J

örg was born in Bremen in Germany on 17 May 1955
as a first, wanted and loved child. Early photographs
show him in the midst of family life with parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles. However, when he was a few
months old it became apparent that all was not well and
he was diagnosed as having cerebral palsy.
Remember, this was only ten years after the end
of the Nazi regime, and following the advice of the
doctors he was placed in the care of the ‘experts’.
That was the Evangelisha Hospital, Neuenkirken. This
consisted of ex-army barracks surrounding a central
hospital block. Here lived hundreds of unwanted,
forgotten abandoned children with varying degrees of
handicap. The last photograph in Jörg’s baby book, on



an otherwise empty page, is of a very small baby in
a very big metal cot. Gone were his fine clothes and
his relatives. In such a cot he was to stay for the next
eleven years.
I first met Jörg in June 1962 – just after his seventh
birthday when I was twenty-two. I had recently met Camphill and Dr König for the first time in Aberdeen whilst
I was taking part in an International Voluntary Service
work camp at Camphill. Although not directly involved
with the children, nevertheless I saw what was going on
and was very impressed at how these severely disabled
children were cared for and educated. Still, nothing to
do with me – I was just having some time out from my
nursing career which I loved.

One evening we were invited to a talk
each child at the end of his or her cot
by Dr König. There were about twenty of
and spooning in food that looked like a
us and we sat in a circle. Unfortunately
cross between porridge and semolina
I can’t remember in detail what he said,
– fortified we were assured with vitabut I do remember it as a life-changing
mins. Then we found a small table which
experience to come away from that talk
we sat the children round to try to teach
with the idea that these children were
some of them to feed themselves. There
a great deal more than the damaged
were only two of us with eight children
bodies and minds which we could see
so of course some of them had to wait
in them.
for our attention. It took Jörg time to get
From there I went, also with I.V.S.,
the knack of feeding himself – after all
to the Evangelish Hospital. At first we
he had never had the chance before. But
worked on the farm weeding potatoes.
I remember my heart lurched with pride
Young, carefree, no responsibility, good
when looking up from the child I was
companionship – everything was good.
helping I saw him pick up a spoon and
It was summer, the sun was shining.
begin feeding Ute, who was starting to
Then one day we were given a guided
cry sitting next to him. This for me said
tour of the hospital wards. There we
it all about Jörgi. Before he got the hang
met for the first time face to face, mass
of feeding himself he managed to feed
inhumanity to man: row upon row of
someone else. I think in that moment our
children – neglected, abandoned, tied
fate was sealed.
Recent photo of Jörg in Loch Arthur
into cots. There was no toilet training,
Well, our three month work camp
all the children including some of the potentially quite
came to an end. We said goodbye and scattered to many
able wore nappies. After that visit I did a lot of growing
different parts of the world. In January 1963 I started my
up, as did several other people in the group. The joy of
midwifery training in London, but my heart wasn’t in it.
working on the farm disappeared; all we could think and
Always I thought of Jörgi, how could I abandon him? Eventalk about were the children.
tually, in my naivety, I wrote to Dr König, the one person
As in Camphill we were given a talk from a doctor. The
who I thought might be able to help. I knew there was a
contrast was stark. From Dr König’s talk I came away feelnewly opened Camphill school in Germany (Brachenreute)
ing exhilarated, from this one I came away in a state of
and I asked Dr König if Jörg could go there. Almost by
shock. Again I can’t remember in detail what was said, just
return of post I received a reply saying that he, Dr König,
one key sentence. Remember this was the doctor responwould be in Bremen in September and if I would go and
sible for the welfare of these children and he said, “Since
work with Jörg until then he was prepared to see him. This
the end of the Nazi regime there is a law that euthanasia
was not part of my career plan, but what was I to do? This
should not be practiced on such children. If it was not so
time I managed to get a job as a nurse in the hospital and
I would gladly personally supervise such action.”
back I went. Not a happy time. No I.V.S. camp now, just
Could I still say it had nothing to do with me? No; like a
a very strange environment, struggling to learn German
bolt from the blue I knew in some way that my life would
and somehow to stay afloat. September came, and true to
be inextricably linked with these children. Some of us
his word Dr König agreed to see Jörg. My plan was to get
asked if we could start working with the children instead
him settled in Brachenreute and then try yet again to get
of on the farm. As the hospital was chronically short-staffed
back to nursing. I should have known better.
this was allowed. Despite having no experience with such
When Dr König had finished examining and talking to
children – or any children for that matter – and my German
Jörg he turned to me and said, “Yes, I think we can find a
being very primitive to say the least I was given a room of
place for Jörg.” And then looking straight at me he added
eight children to look after.
“And you will go too?” Again, not part of my plan but I
There I met Jörg.
found myself saying in a squeaky voice, without really
All the children in that room were strapped into their
thinking about it, “yes”. It was only later that I realised
big, white metal cots with a leather strap like a dog collar
that that was exactly what I wanted to do.
round either an ankle or wrist. These could be opened
It was, however, never to be that Jörg and I were to be
and closed with a key – one of which was the only piece
together in Brachenreuthe. When his parents realised that
of equipment I was given when I started work. Two of the
it was a school, which Jörg would be expected to leave at
children were singled out for special attention in that they
sixteen or seventeen, they withdrew their permission for
were restrained by such straps round both wrists and both
him to go there. There were no Camphill villages in Gerankles. One of them was Jörg. So when I met him he was
many at that time and he would be much ‘safer’ in hospital
flat on his back hardly able to move more than his head.
– that is he would just move into an adult ward.
So there we were, a young English nurse looking forward
I think only Dr König realised how devastated I was. That
to climbing the ladder of her career, not speaking any Gerwas my first grieving for Jörgi. I felt that he had died and
man, and a seven year old German boy not speaking any
that somehow I had failed him. I didn’t have the courage to
understandable language at all. And there was an instant
go back to Bremen and in any case what would it achieve?
recognition. We knew each other. We had something to
I couldn’t change Jörg’s way of life in that setting. Perhaps
do with each other.
I had to accept that Jörg was simply telling me that my
When we were working with the children we started
life’s task was with children in need of special care. One
making infinitesimal changes to their way of life which
thing that Dr König said to me at that time stayed with me.
was satisfying for us, and I hope gratifying for the children.
“ You know Ann, perhaps the tale is not yet fully told.”
To begin with, feeding time was a question of standing
How right he was.



Whilst I was in Liverpool between Brachenreuthe and
Aberdeen I met Eric. He of course had never met Jörgi
but strangely enough he had heard about him from an
I.V.S. volunteer who had also worked with Jörg, so when
I told him about Jörg he ‘recognized’ him. It was Eric who
said, soon after we were married, “We are going to have
to have Jörgi aren’t we?”
So we started the process of adoption. In June 1967
Jörg came to us as our first child, to be joined during the
following eight years by our other children Rebekah, Jessica, Emma and Lucy. When he came to us he was twelve
years old and we lived in a small house in Liverpool. It
soon became apparent that the only way we could give
him what he needed was by living in Camphill. To our
joy we were accepted as a family and became young
co-workers in Camphill House with Annelies Brüll as
our house mother, mentor and guardian angel. So started
another chapter in our lives.
When Jörg was thirteen Dr Lotte Sahlmann recommended that he should be seen by Mr Eyre-Brook, an
orthopaedic surgeon in Bristol. He agreed to operate on
Jörg’s legs and so we moved to Thornbury to enable the
operations and intensive physiotherapy to take place. A
year later Jörg could stand upright for the first time in his
life. He could walk, first with a walking frame then with
a stick. He even managed to take a few steps unaided.
What a joy that was.
But what of Jörg as a person? Living with him was always
a challenge. His tremendous will forces which helped
him somehow to get out of hospital in Bremen and into
Camphill in Aberdeen were not always easy to live with,
and in our battles of will, we were about even. However,
overriding all this was his great joy in life, his generosity
and his willingness to forgive when we got it wrong. His
love of life and his integrity goes against all the words of
wisdom about the damage done to children deprived of
love during those first crucial years. And of course they
are true, but Jörg managed to emerge from what must be
one of the most deprived childhoods imaginable with his
personality not only untarnished but actually shining.
Not only did he have cerebral palsy, he was also aphasic
so the spoken word was a closed book to him, but he
became adept at reading body language and atmosphere.
He was often the first to laugh at a joke just by picking
up from the mood that this was fun. He could also show
great reverence in the ‘holy’ moments. He had his own
unique language which some of us could understand
some of the time – but he didn’t let us get away with
pretending to understand.
One curious incident occurred in 1997 which shows
Jörg’s ability to bring people together. Out of the blue
there arrived at Tiphereth where we were living a letter
asking if anyone knew the whereabouts of the Hoyland
family. Soon we received several more copies of the same
letter sent to us from various Camphill places where they
had also been received. We responded, and found that
the letter writer was Jörg’s younger brother in Germany.
Jens, who is a dentist, was out with a group of friends
when one of them asked how many brothers and sisters
he had. Jens replied that his sister lived in Bremen and
then he found himself saying “I also have a brother, and
I have no idea where he is.” This sparked something in
him and he became determined to try to find Jörg. Both
Jens and Hella came to visit thus opening the door to
more contact and a healing in Jörg’s original family by
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at last being able to talk more openly of what happened
in the past.
From a child with no family, Jörg became a man with
four families who at different stages in his life surrounded
him with the warmth and love which he so unstintingly
returned. First he enriched beyond measure the Hoyland
family, then in his early years in Loch Arthur Bob and
Fran Clay and their children took him into their midst.
He then became part of the extended family of Dave and
Janet and their growing up family. They have shown such
a faithfulness and devotion to Jörg particularly during
his long debilitating illness which has been part of all
our lives for the past four years. And of course towards
the end of his life the renewal of relationships with his
German family which has brought such a healing to so
many people.
Thank you Jörg for all you brought to the world.
Ann Hoyland, Oaklands Park, England

T

he first part of his life was obviously a very special
journey, to find his family and with them develop a
very deep commitment to community living and Camphill. Jörg came to Loch Arthur on the 5 December 1984
and one sensed in his arriving at Loch Arthur that he had
found his place. For twenty-five years he has lived in Lotus
House and for nearly all of those years, faithfully worked
in the Bakery and the Creamery.
In fact it was Vivian Templeton’s discovery one day
in Lotus’ kitchen, that Jörg had the ability and patience
to churn cream into butter that eventually led to the
establishment of the first creamery in the byre behind
Lochend farmhouse. As the creamery grew around him,
Jörg continued to hold court, perched on his high stool
next to the butter churn. He loved to work, to be active
and participate in whatever was going on. Even towards
the end of his life when he was ill and often very tired, he
would demand that we tied a basket to his wheelchair so
that he could help with setting the table. In our cultural
life his enthusiasm will be sorely missed, whether it is
calling “Hello” to the shepherds as they enter the stage
for the Christmas play, or his enthusiastic appreciation
of the efforts of every performer that graced our stage no
matter how good they were.
Jörg was always at the centre of things, he drew life
towards him. He was like a sun around which a whole
galaxy of activities and life would revolve. He radiated
warmth, dignity, love and a humbling enthusiasm for
life. He had a good sense of humour, delighting in the
slapstick; there was nothing more amusing than someone’s banged head or a trapped finger! He had such a
sense of purpose about him. There was a joke in Lotus
House, that even though he was not very fast on his feet,
he would always get to the doorway before you. We
all had to learn that we simply had to wait until he had
passed through. It was not so much that he had a Kingly
nature, but rather that one was always aware of his simple
determination to get where he needed to go, to do what
he needed to do.
There were times when his determination to manage
his daily tasks were frustrated by the limitations that his
body presented him, and when his mighty will forces
were expressed in ways that challenged those of us who
wanted to support him.
Whilst Jörg’s need for support was challenging, it was
not because it was hard work or difficult, but because he

challenged you to meet him, to meet yourself, to learn
a whole new language of Jörgi speak. He demanded
engagement and in return he demonstrated acceptance,
both of his own life but most importantly who you are.
He had no room for judgements. He was the most forgiving man.
Throughout the four years of his illness, Jörg continued
to reach out and draw people towards him, touching those
who lived and worked alongside him. He introduced us
to the wonderful doctors and nurses at the Alexandra
Unit, the palliative care unit at Dumfries Infirmary and
it was a wonder to see him in the last days of his life still

weaving his magical web, radiating the warmth of his
personality and love of people and ensnaring all who
came into contact with him. He managed to have all the
doctors and nurses queuing up for their daily hug and
kiss on their hand!
Jörg was a man who had such a strong will to overcome
the physical restrictions that his body presented him; it
was hard to imagine how such a huge person could be
contained within that physical body. He showed those of
us who had the privilege to live and work with him that
life is wonderful and should be lived!
Dave and Janet Mitchell, Loch Arthur Community,
Scotland

Other friends who have died
On Wednesday, November 25, 2009, Karen Wallstein passed
away. A ‘co-founder’ of the village in Copake, she moved in with
her house parents, Carlo Pietzner and Renate Sachs, as the first
villager, in September 1961. Karen was 68, born on October 25
1941. Cooking and cleaning became her vocation, taught to her
by Gerda von Jeetze. Karen was very conscious of her ‘status’ at
the same time giving her best to every workplace for forty-eight
years, a mature responsible woman! Her departure is marking an
end to a definite era in our village. Karen suffered a malignant
inoperable tumor, pressing against her heart. Her death came
very suddenly, two days after the diagnosis. She will be sorely
missed by all her friends.
Margrit Metraux
Lynne Singer died soon after 03.00 am on Sunday morning,
22 November 2009. (Lynne was the welfare group secretary
for about nine years.) She died in hospital with members of her
family or friends around her. A number of us from Newton Dee
managed to visit her over her last days and a few villagers had
sent cards and some flowers. Some of you will already know that
Lynne had been ill and in hospital for awhile and it had been
known for a few days that she did not have long to live, although
there had been some hope in her last days.
Alan Brown
On 1 November 2009, Manfred Seyfert-Landgraf peacefully
crossed the threshold at 6.55 a.m. in Tyrone County Hospital,
Omagh. He had been ill for a long time and had moved to a private nursing home in September. Manfred was 85. He was born
on 14 July 1924 in Germany. He joined Camphill in Aberdeen
on 1 April 1954, and subsequently lived in Brachenreuthe, Botton, Glencraig and Clanabogan. He was a devoted member of
The Christian Community, the Anthroposophical Society and the
Camphill Community all throughout his life.
Our whole region, the friends in Minnesota in particular, is in
shock at the sudden death of Jan Zuzalek. Jan was on vacation
in Santa Barbara. Crossing a road at an intersection together
with her mother, Jan was hit by a truck. The examination in the
hospital showed major damage to her head. Jan died on Friday
December 4 at 56 years old. Our heartfelt, warm thoughts go to
the friends in Camphill Minnesota.
Margrit Metraux

Jan was born on July 11, 1953. She came from Santa Barbara,
California at the age of twenty to Camphill Special Schools, Beaver Run. With that she had found her home – Camphill. Jan went
on to complete the Training Course in Beaver Run but found her
true calling working to be with adults. She moved to Camphill
Village Copake and became a responsible member of the circle
in the community. It was in May 1989 that Jan followed a calling
to join the friends in Camphill Village Minnesota, finding a new
home within her spiritual home of Camphill. Jan, together with
a handful of others, became part of the heart of this community
– in her quiet, gentle way, she was always there wherever help
was needed, ready to pitch in as necessary. I once asked her how
a ‘California girl’ could live in Minnesota with its harsh winters.
Her reply was simple and clear: “There’s something about the
hearts of the people here – it feels like home.”
Richard Neal
This is to inform you that Randolph Seifert (who was at Copake),
died in the United States between Saturday and Sunday 5/6 December. We are told that it was a beautiful day and Randolph was
in high spirits. He was out hunting in the woods and somehow
became separated from his fellow hunters. It is not yet clear how
or exactly when he died. Randolf had his 59th birthday on October
16. He was a well-liked person and helped many people, either
with music, care, etc. He was very knowledgeable in many areas
of life, and had a good sense of humour.
Chas Bamford
Regina Baisch, co-founder of the Camphill Village Lehenhof,
passed over the threshhold between 6 and 7pm on 27 November.
Philip van Rooij: I sadly have to inform you that our youngest
son, Philip, aged twenty-one, died under tragic circumstances
on December 15. This comes as a shock to his colleagues in the
fire brigade, his friends, The Mount Community where he was
born and grew up and his family and girlfriend.
Brigitte van Rooij, Henrie, Sebastian, Christian

News from the Movement …and beyond
Karl König Archive News

D

ear friends and Camphill Correspondence readers.
There is a lot going on – in the new series of Karl
König’s Collected Works we now have five volumes
out in English and five in German too; and 2010 will
be an important year, we trust you all realize. By the
time you read this we hope very much that you have
already received the new issue of the Karl König Archive
Newsletter! The echo we got from our trial run last spring
was so good that we are going ahead with this method

of sharing our joys and tribulations with you all! The
newsletter was ready well before Christmas and now
has the shape it should carry for a while, telling you
on the letterhead which number issue it is and when it
was sent out. So now it is Number 2, Christmas 2009.
At the same time of course we hope that it will have a
certain timeless element to it, giving extra information
about the archive and to the books that are being published. So you might want to collect the issues together
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as they appear, in November and May of each year we
had thought; giving you something for Christmas and in
time before the summer break. As it is also thought as an
organ of conversation we would really encourage your
input. Did you get it yet? If not, please contact us. We
would warmly welcome you also to become an official

friend, then you will always get the news on time! Read
all about it in the current Newsletter!
Richard Steel and Christoph Hanni
r.steel@karl-koenig-archive.net
www.karl-koenig-archive.net
aberdeen@karl-koenig-archive.net

Camphill Community Mourne Grange
Christoph König, Mourne Grange, Northern Ireland

O

n 21 and 22 November the Irish Region were given
a most wonderful present by the whole cast and
artists who performed Karl König’s Michaelmas Play, at
the recent conference at the Goetheanum ‘Community
building in the light of Michael’.
An Egyptian temple was built in Castalia Hall in Ballytobin and in Dawn Hall in Mourne Grange for two
productions, one for the southern Camphill Communities and one for the northern Camphill places. Then the
communities converged to witness and take part in these
wonderful performances.
Huge efforts were made to bring about what became
real festivals by the cast and artists and they allowed us
all to take part in eurythmy, speech, the choir, bell ringing
and lyre playing. The Guardian, the Mother, the Virgin,

the Knight, the Prince and the Man sang many of their
words with new music composed by Christof Andreas
Lindenberg and John Clarke.
This became an unforgettable event, and I praise all
who made this possible.
Instead of the few from Ireland who witnessed this
event in Dornach, hundreds of us in the Irish Region
were permitted to come together and through this our
region was strengthened by this huge effort made on our
behalf. Tears were shed by those who knew and loved
this play so well, tears of joy and thankfulness for this
labour of love, which was put into these performances
for us in the Irish Region.
A wonderful and unforgettable present in which we
were allowed to partake. In deepest gratitude.

Reflections on technology and spirit
Suzanne Pickering, Wootton-Under-Edge, Glos, England

I

n April 2010 there will be a Camphill England and
Wales Conference at Trigonos in Wales. I am part of
the organizing group along with Susanne Steffen and
Vivian Griffiths. The theme of the conference is Spirit,
Technology and Michaelic Community Building. I would
like to share some of my own experience and interest
in this theme.
To start with I would like to say a little bit about my
paternal grandfather, Clement McCulloch. Clement was
born in 1913 in Toronto, Canada. He became a doctor
and then an ophthalmological surgeon and rose to the
top of his profession becoming a pioneer in microsurgery. He was, throughout his life, interested in the physics of light which connected so much with his chosen
medical field and in his retirement was part of a physics
study group with other science professors. In his later
years he was working on a theory about the connection
between light and matter.
I was never very close to Clement. We were separated
by distance, age and difficult family circumstances. To a
small girl he was a stern and unapproachable figure.
As a child I would mainly see him when the whole family
would go up to my grandfather’s cottage which could
only be reached by boat. I remember once, I think I was
about eight years old, sitting at the cottage dining table
and drawing with my aunt in pastels. Other members of
the family joined in and eventually even my grandfather
started to draw the view. When he had finished, he put
the drawing in the middle of the table and said, “This
is what I see.” It was strange drawing – the dark green
forested hills were a strange yellow, the sky was blue
– but a weird powdery blue – and the water was violet.
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“But that is not how it is.” I exclaimed. Grandfather
drifted away and my father quietly explained to me that
my grandfather was colour blind. I think the one abiding regret I have of my relationship with my grandfather
(sharpened now by my interest in art therapy) is that I
wish I could have talked to him more about his experience of colour and the way he saw the world. It was not
until I was older that I connected his condition to the
life’s work he had chosen and his interest in light.
In later years as my own interest in science grew we
had more common ground and enjoyed the brief time
we spent together. He even took me along to his physics
study group where I was hopelessly out of my depth. Our
relationship had a friendlier cast and at the same time
sadness as I watched a man who had been extremely
vital become physically disabled.
In January 2007 my grandfather, now ninety-three, had
been in hospital for a few months and the doctors felt that
he might die soon. I flew to Toronto the next day, I wanted
to support my family and it seemed important somehow
to be there. I arrived in the evening and my aunt took
me to the hospital. I had never experienced someone
who was dying. My grandfather’s skin was stretched out
across his face and his mouth was open and his breathing
was laboured. Watching him I experienced his suffering
and determination. I was told by his wife that he was
not aware of what was going on around him. I leaned
forward over him and spoke to him looking into his face.
His focus changed as he recognised me and I knew he
was aware I was present. I woke up in the morning to be
told that he had died in the night. That morning I read
a story for my grandfather from Selma Lagerlof’s Christ

Legends. It was the story about the palm tree that waits
in the desert for the king to come and be fed, and when
the baby Jesus finally comes on the flight to Egypt the
palm tree dies. I was aware of my grandfather’s presence
in the room and I wept as I read the story.
After the funeral it was back to normal Camphill life.
At that time I was working on Karl König’s ‘Christmas
Story’ for the third English-Welsh Camphill conference
at Trigonos. The first of our conferences was on Kasper
Hauser and the second had been on the Chymical
Wedding of Christian Rosenkreutz. The impulse of the
conferences was towards being inspired in the moment
and working in a humble, but spontaneous way with the
spiritual content. We were aware that this third theme
had a strong connection to the dead and we planned
an evening for those who have died.
When this event came about and I sat with many others
in silence as we lit candles for those near to us who had
crossed the threshold, my grandfather’s presence was
close to me. I wondered how he, a staunch materialist
who had looked with raised eyebrows at some of the
more far-out beliefs of his grown children, was experiencing this event on the other side of the threshold. In
particular I thought of him encountering so many other
special souls imbued with spiritual science ideas who
had gathered with us around that evening.
In the plenum on the last day a feeling of grace and
harmony filled the room and the conversation was filled
with insight. In the last moments of the conference the
leader of the plenum, Allmut ffrench suddenly said, “I
wonder what this has to do with technology?”
Another participant, who had earlier related a particularly profound experience of meeting someone across
the threshold, replied, “Perhaps if we approach technology with patience, clarity and awareness then the dead
can help us and mediate for us with the technology.”
These few words struck me deeply and made me reflect
on a personal project I had been working on with others
from William Morris House. Around this time I was passing through my second moon node and in the spring and
summer of 2007 I had become determined to make a film.
I have always loved films in a passionate and indiscriminate way. I often found this difficult to reconcile with my
anthroposophic ideas and Camphill life. Though I hope
I have my share of discernment and critical ability, film
watching is a passive activity – even though I frequently
come out of the cinema thinking about how I would have
improved the direction, script, casting and editing to make
a better film. So I finally decided to make my own film
and to enter the skin of that particular dragon. I bought
several good digital video cameras, one of a semi-professional quality and my father, who had recently inherited
some money, helped me to buy a high quality computer
and a professional editing software package.
Over the space of two months I became the possessor of
several pieces of complex equipment and software. This
was exciting, but also overwhelming and frightening.
I was saved from becoming paralysed with fear by the
enthusiasm of my cast and crew. Early in September
2007 I announced the beginning of a William Morris
film club and asked whoever wanted to be a part of it
to approach me.
There were five students, one co-worker and myself
who were the core of the film club, and others joined
in as they wished. We worked for one year shooting the

film for one hour per week and a few Sunday afternoons.
There was a completely improvised ongoing storyline
that incorporated the film club member’s favourite films
such as Star Wars, Terminator, and Titanic. We filmed
the students in their craft workshops and community
festivals for the year. I also shot a lot of footage of the
changing seasons and light on the beautiful William
Morris House garden and grounds. Over time we began
to develop and our filmmaking skills improved and we
grew more adventurous.
A little way into the first year of this project, I went off to
the November 2007 Trigonos conference. When I heard
those words: ‘Perhaps if we approach technology with
patience, clarity and awareness then the dead can help
us and mediate for us with the technology.’ I suddenly
had the insight that my grandfather from the other side
of the threshold was deeply interested in my work with
the film and the technology we were using. Over time I
realised that his interest in light and the eye was transformed in me into my own interest in film and art.
In that second year shooting on the film was mostly
finished and the task was now organising and editing
hours of footage. This was hugely time intensive. It was
a whole new world and at each new step I struggled
to understand the software as well as the complicated
dynamics of film editing. I was fortunate enough to be
aided in this by the fantastic co-worker who had been
part of the first year of the film club. Also I was now aware
that I could call upon my grandfather for help. When I
was in a difficult, frustrating moment with the process I
knew that if I stepped back and thought of him I would
be able to again approach this work in a clearer more
patient frame of mind. Throughout the whole process
there were few technical difficulties, which looking back
and seeing the depths of our technical innocence and
complexity of the equipment I now consider nothing
short of miraculous. I feel that my grandfather’s clear
thinking presence was a great gift to me and I could not
have accomplished what I did without him. I have also
realized that his aid was not only spiritual. Looking back
I see that the money that had bought the equipment,
and that had flowed through my father, was actually my
grandfather’s money earned through his work.
The film is now finished and had a wonderful premiere
at William Morris House. It is a great reminder of a rich
year of our lives. Most of the members of the William
Morris film club have moved on to new life situations
as I have myself. I left William Morris Camphill Community in the summer in order to finish the last year of
my Hibernia art therapy training. However my connection with Camphill is by no means at an end. Susanne
Steffen, Vivian Griffiths and I have been working to plan
a fourth and final Camphill England and Wales Trigonos
conference. We all agreed that we feel it is important at
this time to take up the theme of spirit and technology.
I have volunteered to do filming as one of the artistic
activities. We also plan to have a contribution on Daniel
Dunlop. Vivian Griffiths describes him:
The personality of Daniel Dunlop with his links to
the modern world of electric power harmonisation
and his devotion to a spiritual dimension through his
special relationship with Rudolf Steiner gives a gateway into the subject of this conference. The working
together of spirit and matter was never so apparent as
in the interests of Dunlop as he organised The Power
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Conference, an international gathering of electricity
producers and the emerging British Anthroposophical
Society festivals and gatherings most notably the 1928
London conference. We have a debt of gratitude in the
English speaking world to this Scottish born business
man and social networker who as a technocrat of his
time was interested in the arts as a festival gathering
and a manifestation of spiritual science.
Spirit, Technology and Michaelic Community Building will
be from 8–11 April 2010 at Trigonos Conference Centre

in Nantlle, Wales. Susanne Steffen will email out an introductory letter and registration form. If you have questions
or want more information you can email us at suzanne.
pickering@wmcc.ac.uk or Susanne Steffen on susanne.
steffen@btinternet.com or viviangriffiths@talktalk.net.
Susanne was born in Canada, and she lived and
worked in William Morris Camphill Community for
eleven years. She is now finishing the final year of her
art therapy training at Hibernia College.

Exhibition: the human being has a signature
Rainer Menzel, Humanus-Haus, Switzerland

T

through this was assimilating the memories of
he human being has a signature” was
his childhood and youth. By doing this he figthe answer given by a young resident at
ured out how to portray the stature of a person.
Humanus-Haus when asked what he thinks is
So he came up with the idea to make pictures
most significant about being human.
of all the people at Humanus-Haus assembled
The exhibition was open from 6 November
as if in our morning-circle at Humanus Hall.
2009 to 12 January 2010 at Humanus-Saal,
He ended up with 100 portraits out of 260
Beitenwil, Switzerland.
possibilities!
For the whole year everyone at HumanusThe exhibition of these three parts: text-imHaus was able to give an artistic response to
age, paintings and portraits gave a impressive
questions such as: What does being human
view of variety, individuality and the commumean to me? What is significant for human
nity of Humanus-Haus.
beings? Who am I? The initiative started during
We are very happy and satisfied to have peopainting and speech therapy sessions and was
ple with us who can express their view of huassisted by our therapists Elke Bühler (painting)
man essence in such impressive pictures. Here
and Monika Kellersberger (speech).
is one example of a conversation in full:
Some impressive paintings and text images
were created during the year which are charDer Mensch – jeder The human being – everyacterised by their uniqueness and powerful
ist ein Mensch. Ich
one is a human being. I
directness. One answer to the questions posed
hatte eine grosse
had a serious operation
emerged as The human being has a signature.
Operation als Bub,
when I was a boy, that is
“What
does
being
Monika Kellersberger described the intensive
darum
bin
ich
jetzt
why I am now a human
human mean to me?”
working process and how, in speech therapy,
ein Mensch, der
who lives, otherwise I
the ability to make conversation is trained as well. These
lebt, sonst wäre ich gestorben. would have died. We need
conversations have been a kind of journey between her
Wir brauchen die Sonne am
the sun in the sky, earth
and the residents. Often they included very personal
Himmel, die Erde gibt den
gives grounding. We need
Boden. Wir brauchen Arme,
arms, hands and the body,
and intimate statements arising out of the moment. In a
Hände und den Körper, das ist all of that is the human
further step the most important concepts were written by
alles der Mensch. Dazu gehört being. In addition the skin,
hand on large coloured paper. This was a opportunity to
auch die Haut, das Blut und
the blood and muscles
think, to hear and to see one’s own statement again, and
Muskeln.
Für’s
Glück
hat
der
belong to it. For happiness,
maybe make some corrections. The individual statements’
Mensch Freunde. Am Mittag
a person has friends. At
originality was enhanced when written by hand.
sitzen wir auf dem Stuhl am
lunchtime we sit on a chair
The text images are accompanied by paintings which
Tisch zum Essen, das ist auch
at the table to eat – that is
emerged from painting therapy. Here we have the whole
der Mensch.
Cédric Zeba, the human too. Cédric Zeba,
spectrum of expressiveness. Expression through colour
21 Jahre
21 years old
and brush strokes is often an opportunity to give voice
Rainer Menzel has been at Humanus-Haus since
to one’s concerns, specially for people who do not have
2006 and is a member of the executive board.
the use of speech.
More pictures can be seen at
Within these projects we integrated a third initiative.
www.humanus-haus.ch/medien.html.
One resident had been drawing cartoons for awhile and

“

Camphill Village Elder Care Initiative
Penny Roberts Baring, Camphill Village Copake, USA

T

o create a community out of the Camphill impulse,
which is inspired by anthroposophy, to care for, to
celebrate and to honor the special strengths and needs
of those in their elder years.
Camphill Village is helping to establish an elder care
initiative outside Chatham, New York. Last year, the
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village acquired 100 Acre Farm, which has a hundred
and ten acres, as the future home for this initiative. This
year, the initiative was able to win a $9.62 million grant
from the New York State HEAL program to fund a major
portion of the construction costs of this new community.
Many people have been working to make this a reality

and, now, with this important funding, the Elder Care
Initiative can see its path!
The HEAL program requires that the construction will
be built out over the next twenty-four months. The plans
to date envision the first phase of three care houses,
three co-housing buildings and twelve independent
cottages with an associated medical office. This will
provide space for sixty-three living spaces for elders
of which up to nineteen will be persons with development disabilities. There are plans for two more phases
but the design of those will learn from the experience
of the first phase.
At this time, there is intense work with the architects,
Perkins Eastman and Camphill Architects, as well Manatt,
Phelps who are working on the appropriate licensing.
The future, however, calls for co-workers to come
towards this initiative in the areas of care, land work
and administration.
This new initiative will involve a number of community supported co-workers who will live in the community as well as many other salaried co-workers who
will live outside and come in to work. There is expected
to be a period of training for those who wish to commit
to the initiative not only in the care of seniors but also
in the social forms of the workplace. This will be a very
interesting exploration in the threefold social order. Our
ideal is to create a community without borders, a concept of Camphill which does exist in some of our urban
places, but now to be taken to another level. Those who
will live away from the land of the community will be
supported differently, but in no way considered inferior
to those who live on site. The expectation will be that
everyone is committed to the central mission, whilst
being supported to do so.
If Camphill co-workers see that this initiative might
be in their destiny and would like to know more, please
contact: Penny Roberts Baring, pennyflor@fairpoint.net,
tel: +1 518-329-7215
Penny is a longstanding co-worker at Camphill
Village Copake. She is currently director of the
Training Course in Social Therapy and a member of
the international Focus Group, part of the Camphill
outreach to India.

Reviews
Bettler und Lobsänger
(Beggars and Praise Singers)
Erdmann-Michael Hinz
Evangelische Verlagsanstalt,
Berlin, 1959, 103 pages
(out of print)
Review by Michael Schmundt,
Hauteroda, Germany
Michael writes: I found this book among books left by
Lisbeth’s brother...The story of Erdmann-Michael Hinz
belongs to Camphill with the backcloth of the afterwar years in soviet occupied Germany. His father said
‘Michael has probably never seen an illustration of the
expressionist sculptor Ernst Barlach’s works, it all rose
out of his own self’.

Why Yoga
People with words
That endlessly repeat
Like spasms of water tumbling down a steep waterfall
Ask me the same weary question
Asked by those with closed eyelids
Throughout the disorderly march of history
And I, with patient tongue, repeat
Yes, God is there
Every time on a crisp day, November sunshine
Illuminates green fields
And the sloping slate roofs
Of cosy, puffing cottages
Before, once again, winter
With fumbling, cold hands
Unrolls its seasonal blanket
Onto exposed roofs and fields
With a covering of deep, white snow.
And yes he is still there
When the solitary office clerk
With new suit soiled
By the slow dribble
Of an escaping tear
Almost capitulates his physical being
For that which is inevitable
Before as in accordance with the regular practise
of meditation
Those first random steps are taken
To find and feel the sacred blessing of God
And in that single process
Realise that true happiness
Is not measured
By being the newest owner of the latest technological toy
Which with the casual turn of a switch
Can be so quickly turned on
And then with the same flippant ease
So easily switched off
When the fleeting pleasure
Gained from so disposable a toy
Becomes a mere trickle
Before like a disappearing wisp of smoke
Being extinguished altogether
But rather that true happiness is measured
In the still scenario of the monk
Who with the suppleness
Gained by the solitary application of the body
To that which is a triumphant festival
Of its physical form
And is called with such fondness ‘yoga’
Now sits silently on a long mat
And with seemingly no apparent rehearsal
Surrenders to a quiet withdrawal
Into a healing inner peace
And thus feels the soothing hand of God
Which with no exception
Can be used
When an unfair weight
Seems too heavy to unload
With one mighty sweep of the mind.
Peter Brown, Loch Arthur, Scotland
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Erdmann-Michael Hinz was born in June 1933, growing
up at the Baltic Sea in Kohlberg. He was the last of five
children and his father was a Lutheran parson. In April
1945 he witnessed the death of his older brother during
the bombardment of the town by the Russian army. His
father and the older three children were at the war. After
Kohlberg was occupied by Soviet troops, the family fled
to Berlin and Hermsdorf. He had to be the provider for
the family during the extreme situation for one and a
half years during the expulsion and temporal life among
the ruins of Berlin.
In autumn 1946 his father and his older three brothers
returned. They settled under the poorest conditions and
with constant harassment of the troops in the ruins of
Halberstadt, East Germany. Michael was cheerful, sociable, skilled in almost anything, and well integrated in the
congregation and with his companions. Behind this outer
appearance, in his free time alone in the loft, he created
very impressive small figures in clay.
Out of a deep inner Christianity during this period of
puberty he transformed his terrible experiences into small
sculptures. He created them out of his own being without
a model. He was very shy about them and often destroyed
them. When asked he gave one or the other away or allowed it to stand in church for a festival occasion. That is
how they survived.
He tragically died while cycling one morning. On a clear
country road he was hit by a lorry coming up behind him.
His father published this little book which is now out of
print. It contains black and white photos of his beautiful,
poignant sculptures.
Michael has lived at Hauteroda for many years now
and has been in Camphill for even longer.

The Third Man Factor:
Surviving the Impossible

T

by John Geiger
Cannongate 2009, 320 pages,
£12.99
ISBN 978-1-84767-4197
www.thirdmanfactor.com
Review: Cherry How, Clanabogan,
Northern Ireland

his book is a fascinating and thrilling collection of stories about people who, at moments of extreme danger
or suffering, experienced the presence of another being
who comforted and helped them. Many of the people concerned attributed this to an angel or other divine being.
The author gathered up many stories, then tried to understand what this phenomenon is. He explores a range
of scientific explanations and observations such as neurological research, evolutionary adaptation and the idea
that this is the product of psychological and physiological
mechanisms. He comes to the theory that it is the result of
a unique capacity in the human mind, an ‘angel switch’
which some people can activate or tune into when needed
to save themselves. Or is it another aspect of the self?
With Rudolf Steiner’s help we can form our own view
of these events.
The book is very worthwhile as a testimony of this experience and for the amazing and gripping stories from the
end of the nineteenth century, the twentieth and into our
present century, covering events such as the 9/11 disaster
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in the United States. It is full of quotations and references
but is very readable and ends with a positive message.
The Third Man represents something extraordinary.
His appearance has always signalled a moment of
transcendence over an explorer’s, adventurer’s, or survivor’s immediate, dire situation. The Third Man is an
instrument of hope, a hope achieved by a recognition
that is fundamental to human nature: the belief – the
understanding – that we are not alone.
Cherry has lived in Camphill in Ireland since 1972.

Seeds for Social Renewal

The Camphill Village Conferences

I

Karl König
Karl König Archive, vol. 5
Previously available as In Need of
Special Understanding (1986)
New edition, 2009, Floris Books,
£12.99
Review by Anna Phillips,
Aberdeen, Scotland

n 1962, 1963 and 1964 Dr. Karl König gave three lectures
each year during the Camphill Village conferences in
Scotland, which centred around the question ‘what is the
human being?’ The content of these lectures progressed as
the years passed to provide leading images for participating
co-workers to take back to their communities in order to
work further on them with others. This in turn established
thought content in the communities which could serve as
a light for those in their care with special needs.
The three main parts of this long overdue second edition are organised according to the three years in which
the lectures were given. Each part contains the lecture
by Dr. König which is followed by the discussion among
participants based on that lecture. The discussions are
given verbatim and included now for the first time. His
research is based fundamentally on the insights that Dr.
Rudolf Steiner has provided in his ‘Anthroposophia’, or
‘wisdom of the human being’. Where Dr. Steiner has
provided wisdom, Dr. König brings this wisdom down
to earth in heart filled understanding through experience
with and observation of his fellow human beings, bringing
it down into the sphere of the will.
His lectures have their roots in the soil of humanity,
you and me, and as such are easily accessible. I found
them inspiring, containing advice that can be lived with,
discussed and practised immediately. Where Steiner’s
language is rich in spiritual content, it is also sometimes
hard to grasp and obscured by the linguistics of his day.
With Dr. König I felt I was listening to a contemporary,
speaking a language that can be understood by all. Yet the
reader would be helped by a basic grasp of fundamental
anthroposophical ideas and principles in order to follow
his thought progression. The discussions that follow the
lectures are a help in that respect too, as it allows the
reader to review the concepts once more, from different
angles, highlighting specific issues.
Dr. König’s insights in human development are essential
reading for all those working in education, healthcare and
care, whether special needs or other, such as raising a family. He deserves and should be read much more widely
outside the Camphill movement. It is extraordinary that
these lectures have not been more widely available. They
were published twenty-five years after they happened and
they have been out of print for twelve (which means they

were out of sight and therefore out of mind for a whole
generation and more).
The first part offers profound insights into the changes
and processes undergone during puberty. He describes
these in terms of masks and images of humanity. The
former hide the true individual, the latter mature adults
carry inwardly to guide young people. They provide
consciously created images, like leading spiritual
lights, so the youngsters don’t disappear behind or
identify too much with these masks. The lectures then
carry on deepening this journey of maturation and how
the masks live with us. Dr. König points out that the
adult villagers are especially vulnerable to carrying
fixed masks, being less flexible to change and adapt
according to their situation. Examples of literature and
drama are touched upon in the description of character and personalities as a means of understanding
human nature, as are figures and images of mythology.
Differences in male and female constitutions are also
discussed.
The concept of the masks is then expanded to include ornamentation and clothing as signs of identity
in the second part. Dr. König delves into ethnology
and the use primitive people make of these three soul
expressions. Thinking, feeling and willing and their
manifestation in male and female are explored as are
other aspects of threefolding.
In the third part threefolding is expanded even more
to include karma and reincarnation, and the importance of telling karmic stories as the new fairy tales.
The relationship between learning and working and
the balance between them is explored. The development of a special organ is discussed which enables us
to look through the false identity we have of ourselves
towards the spiritual truth. Dr. Steiner’s fundamental
ideas of a threefold social order is the culmination
of these lectures and Dr. König emphasizes the importance of living life in Camphill according to these
principles, for the future of all humanity, as the seed
for social renewal.
Dr. König’s main concern in the explicit detailing of
these concepts is to generate a feeling of wonder in
us towards all people we meet, especially the villagers. He educates the co-workers to accept the facts in
the person as they present themselves, not to judge
them. From that follows as a rule that only a qualified,
experienced doctor can try to bring about change in a
villager, not just any co-worker. Co-workers live and
share their lives, leading the way through their actively
imagined concepts. These are then available to villagers to take up as they wish when they recognise out
of their own free will that they want to strive to fulfil
their full potential.
The book is provided with a foreword by Christopher
Bamford and a preface by Nicholas Poole. The first is
a rich summary of Dr. König’s life and the universally
human content of these lectures. Bamford indicates
‘self help’ possibilities and underlines the importance
of Dr. König’s work for all anthroposophists on equal
footing with Dr. Steiner’s. Poole focuses more specifically on the impact these lectures had and can have
on those living with special needs in Camphill.
This is the fifth book to be published in an initiative to edit, update and publish all the work that Karl
König produced. A reworking of the language and
text was necessary, however. The editors increased
the accessibility of the meaning with the help of
Michael Schmundt, who was present at the lectures.
They added material like colour prints, appendixes

and endnotes and footnotes. I applaud the efforts of the people
behind the Karl König Archive to make his work available in
print. It is a tremendous task, not only because of the volume of
material but also because of its importance. All in all, it looks
great and professional, serious yet very accessible; a work not
just for Camphill.
Anna is a speech artist who looks after
her family of three in Aberdeen and is currently studying
part-time towards a degree in English literature.

Indigo Easter Course on the Isenheim Altar 28 March to 2 April 2010
During the Easter Week of 2010 we will be offering a very special course on the Isenheim
Altar with Michael Schubert from Germany. Michael has done a study of this wonderful
work over many years, culminating in a beautiful book published last year with stunning reproductions and amazing new insights (Urachhaus, ISBN 978-3-8251-7534-4). It
includes his meticulous observation work, providing evidence of the painter’s knowledge
of the two Jesus children.
Michael has given courses on the Isenheim Altar in widely different places such as
South Africa and Odessa in Russia as well as in his native Germany. He will be bringing
almost life-size reproductions of the paintings, which will surround us for the entire time
of the course from Palm Sunday through to Good Friday. We are proposing to leave these
paintings on site at the community room of the St. Luke’s Medical Practice until Easter
Sunday and invite interested people to have a gathering around the images on Easter
Morning after the Christian Community Service with a short contribution by Michael.
There will be a public talk by Michael
on Friday, 26th March 2010 at 19.30 at the St. Luke’s Medical Centre.
I feel very privileged to be working together on this course with Michael, leading participants on an artistic journey through the language of the different panels of the altar. I,
too, have been working with the Isenheim Altar for over 30 years, and for me it has been
a most wonderful source of inspiration and meditative content for my work, from the
beginning of my journey as an art therapist.
Beginning and ending each day we will have short sessions of circle dancing with
Michael’s wife Inka to help us engage with our sense of movement and to conclude the
evenings.
The venue will be the St. Luke’s Medical Practise in Stroud.
For further information and booking please contact myself, Karin Jarman on 01453 757436
or Email indigo@phonecoop.coop

Living-way

path ways

Rock Cottage, Whiteshill,
Stroud, GL6 6JS
Email: uk-mail@Living-way.org
Web site: www.Living-way.org

Life Pathways — Working with Life Stories
Courses and Training for Professional and Personal Development
11/02–14/02

2010 Biographical Keys and Life Phases
with Karl-Heinz Finke in Stourbridge
A Four Day Biography Work Foundation Course

This course forms the Foundation for the Life Pathways Biography Work
Training. It stands as a valuable single workshop for personal exploration
as well as for therapists, teachers, facilitators and others engaged in further
professional development. Practical tools are given for a deeper understanding of the physical, social and spiritual developmental stages in life.

Australia
New Zealand

For Life Story Workshops and Biography Trainings
in Sydney and Auckland, visit our website:

www.Living-way.org

The Heart as the Key to the Kingdom — October 2008 – June 2010
Weekend Courses for Personal and Professional Development
Exploring creative Life Processes and perspectives for change
Hosted by ‘The Glass House Project’, Stourbridge, West Midlands
05/02–07/02
07/05–09/05

2010 Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on Evil
The Manichean Exercise
2010 New Ways to Mindfulness
Open Mind — Open Heart — Open Will

For further information please contact the facilitators:
Marah Evans: 01453-750 097 or Karl-Heinz Finke: 020-3239 0539

(UK)
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Self-Catering Holiday Apartments
Old Tuscan organic olive farm peacefully situated on
a hilltop with stunning views and all amenities close
by, offers comfortable accommodation, spectacular
walks and many opportunities for day trips to places
of interest like Florence, Siena, Assisi and the famous
wine-growing area of Chianti.
Call now for details: Lucas Weihs
Tel: 00 39 0575 612777
arcobaleno@technet.it  
www.arcobaleno.trattner.bplaced.net
San Pietro a Cegliolo
CS 59, 1-52044 Cortona AR Tuscany, Italy

Jukola holidays
s i l e n c e
     Finnish nature
   walking, skiing, being…
   sauna
wooden houses
Book your week!
70–100 Euro /apartment/day
Tel. + 358 40 574 85 15
jukolart@gmail.com

www.jukolart.com

The picture is a painting of Arcobaleno’s olive groves by Elizabeth Cochrane.

Anthroposophic
Therapeutic
Speech Training, GB
2010 – 2012
A two year part time training providing
professional and personal development in
the speaking arts. The training is for speech
graduates and also for other voice/speech users or professionals who are interested in the
therapeutic application of speech. Two parallel training tracks are available:
• Diploma – leading to a recognised
qualification in Anthroposophic
Therapeutic Speech.
• Certificate – for continuing professional
development in ATS.
Application deadline is 31 January 2010
for our next training cycle starting in March
2010. For further information please visit our
website or to apply please contact:
Donald Phillips, ATS Training Coordinator
1 Binghill Crescent, Milltimber
Aberdeen AB13 0HP
e: admin@atst.org.uk
t: (01224) 869954    www.atst.org.uk

Self Catering
Holiday House

The White House
in Killin

RUSKIN MILL EDUCATIONAL TRUST
Operates three innovative specialist colleges for
students with special learning needs. The colleges are inspired by the
work of Rudolf Steiner, John Ruskin and William Morris.
We have vacancies in each of our Colleges for

Houseparent Couples
To live in and manage a household for up to four students.
We need mature, responsible couples to create a warm, homely
environment and deliver the living skills curriculum in one of our
college households. We provide training and support and a good
package of salary and benefits. Not just a job, but a way of life.

Set within the beautiful Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National
Park, The White House is in an
ideal location to explore the natural beauty of Highland Perthshire,
Scotland.
Situated in a secluded setting
near the shores of Loch Tay, this
area offers outstanding opportunities for touring, walking, cycling,
bird watching and canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation for up to 12 persons sharing. Tel: 01764 662416
for a brochure and availability

FREEMAN
COLLEGE

GLASSHOUSE
COLLEGE

RUSKIN MILL
COLLEGE

The newest of our
colleges, based in the
centre of Sheffield and at
the Merlin Theatre site.
Fast developing activities
ranging from cutlery
making and pewter work,
to performance work and
drama.
Students live in the city in
family based households
and training flats.

Firmly based in the
glassmaking tradition
with many new
enterprises offering
students craft and land
based skills, high quality
drama and practical work
experience.
Students live in a wide
variety of residential
placements both in the
town and the surrounding
villages.

The College is based in a
beautiful Cotswold valley
with the main focus on
landwork, rural crafts and
food production.
Residential
accommodation is in
domestic scale
households in the nearby
towns and villages.

For information about positions in any of the colleges contact
Richard Rogers, Head of College — Residential, Ruskin Mill College
The Fisheries, Horsley, Glos GL6 0PL. Tel 01453 837528
e-mail: richard.rogers@rmc.rmet.org.uk

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.
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